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Abstract
Maize is an important food and economic crop around the world. Grain moisture is an important trait for maize harvest and
generally easier to thresh low-moisture grains. In this study, eight agronomic traits, including cob hardness, cob lignin layer
thickness, cob percentage of lignin layer, cob diameter, bract length, bract number, thickness and compaction, were selected
which associated with maize grain moisture and threshing rate based on field investigation and analyzed seven traits in 80 elite
inbred lines planted in two environments (Changchun, Jilin Province and Dandong, Liaoning Province) in 2015 and 2016. Total
76 single nucleotide polymorphism (SNPs) and 41 candidate genes significantly associated with the above seven agronomic
traits (P < 1.0 × 10-6) through a genome-wide association study involving 1,490,007 high-quality SNPs were identified. Finally,
RT-PCR expression of 19 of the 41 candidate genes in samples with extreme traits was observed. 10 candidate genes were upregulated expressed in high value samples and nine candidate genes down-regulated expressed in low value samples. This study
highlights the genetic architecture of seven traits in corn cobs and bracts which identified potential target genes associated with
maize grain moisture and ear threshing rate. © 2019 Friends Science Publishers
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Introduction
Genome-wide association study (GWAS) (Cantor et al.,
2010) is a method to detect a genome-wide set of genetic
variants (i.e., single-nucleotide polymorphism, copy
number variations, deletions and insertions) in natural
populations to see whether a particular variant is associated
with a distinct trait, which then can be used in the
identification of specific single-nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) or candidate genes controlling a phenotypic trait
based on the level of linkage disequilibrium (LD) among
genes (Christoforou et al., 2012). In the past few years,
GWAS has been performed in multiple lines of maize and
identified numerous SNPs or genes associated with different
valuable traits (Xiao et al., 2017).
Threshing is a key step in maize production. Breeding
easy-threshing maize lines promotes mechanization (LI et al.,
2007) and increases the income of growers and operators.
High-grain moisture levels at harvest largely influence maize
threshing and increase the degree of potential grain damage
(Petkevichius et al., 2008). Based on the importance of grain
moisture in maize threshing and storage, various approaches
have been performed to elucidate the genetic basis of grain
moisture. Six quantitative trait locus (QTLs) located on five
chromosomes for grain moisture at harvest were identified in
a double haploid population consisting of 240 lines using a

quantitative genetics approach (Srivastava et al., 2017). Field
grain drying rate influenced the grain moisture at harvest.
GWAS among 80 elite maize inbred lines identified 19
significant SNP markers that are associated with field grain
drying rate, and concluded that the field grain drying rate is
mainly controlled by broad-sense heritability (0.76) (Dai et
al., 2017), which coincides with grain moisture at harvest
(0.71) (Song et al., 2017).
The majority of GWAS investigations have focused on
locating SNPs or genes associated with grain moisture or
other quantitative traits, whereas studies on identifying
agronomic traits associated with grain moisture and
elucidating the genetic basis of these traits are limited. In field
experiments, it was found that some bract traits (i.e., bract
compaction) increases grain moisture by limiting the grain
drying rate, which in turn influences maize grain threshing
efficiency. Furthermore, some cob traits also affect maize
threshing rate; for example, a fragile cob will introduce more
impurities in the mechanized threshing process. In the present
study, eight traits of cobs and bracts from 80 elite inbred lines
from Jilin Province, China were collected and then 76 SNP
markers associated with these traits were identified. This
research also highlights the genetic basis of specific traits
associated with maize grain moisture at harvest and provides
potential genetic material that may be used in breeding easythreshing lines.
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Material and Methods
Field Experiments and Phenotyping
All 80 maize elite inbred lines (detailed information as
described by Dai et al. (2017) of the association panel
were planted in two environments (Dandong, Liaoning
Province and Changchun, Jilin Province) in 2015 and 2016.
Samples from Dandong in 2015 and 2016 were labeled as
DD15 and DD16, respectively. While from Changchun in
2015 and 2016 were labeled as CC15 and CC16,
respectively. All lines were planted in three-row plots with
three replicates using a complete randomized block design at
each sample origin.
Eight traits, which included four cob traits (i.e.,
hardness, lignin layer thickness, percentage of lignin
layer, and diameter) and four bract traits (i.e., length,
number, thickness and compaction) were recorded for each
accession from the four origins (CC15, CC16, DD15 and
DD16). Cob hardness was the average value of puncture
strength of three cob parts from top to bottom. The thickness
of cob lignin layer was calculated as follows: where clt is
the thickness of the cob lignin layer, a is the width of cob
lignin layer diameter plus pith diameter, b is pith diameter
and the average value of the cob lignin layer thickness of
three parts from top to bottom was used in further analyses.
The percentage of the cob lignin layer was measured from the
lignin layer diameter over the cob diameter. The cob diameter
was the average value of three samples. Bract length was
calculated from the sum of each bract length over the
number of bracts. Bract number was the average value of
all complete number of bracts from three samples. Bract
thickness was measured from the bract thickness in each
cob unit area, which was the average value of three parts from
the top to the bottom. Bract compaction was determined (Ma
et al., 2015) as the bract length to the ear length.
Genotyping and SNP Discovery
Genomic DNA was extracted from fresh young leaves using
the cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) method.
DNA purity was quantified using agarose gel electrophoresis
and NanoDrop (OD260/280 was calculated), and DNA
concentrations were determined using Qubit. The libraries
were constructed using a TruSeq Library Construction Kit
with random DNA fragments which produced by digestion
with restriction enzymes. The samples were pooled per plate
and PCR amplified. Each library was sequenced on an
Illumina HiSeq 2000 platform using paired-end sequencing.
The adaptor and low-quality reads of raw Illumina fastq
files were filtered by using fastq-filter in FASTQ-Toolkit
(v.2.0.0; Illumina Basespace Labs) with following criteria: 1)
The percentage of N bases > 10%; 2) The percentage of lowquality base (≤ 5) higher than 50%. The clean reads were
mapped to the reference genome RefGen_v3 of the maize
inbred line B37 (Schnable et al., 2009) using BWA (Li and

Durbin, 2009) with setting options of “mem –t 4 –k 32 –M”
and duplicate reads were removed using SAMTOOLS
(option: rmdup) (Li et al., 2009). The initial SNPs were
identified using SAMTOOLS with the default option, then
filtered using the following criteria: 1) Individual quality
value > 5; 2) Population quality value > 20; 3) Individual
depth range: 10–1,000; 4) Population depth range: 80–
16,000; 5) Miss rate > 0.10; 6) Minor allele frequency
(MAF) > 0.05. Finally, all SNPs that passed the above criteria
were annotated using ANNOVAR (Wang et al., 2017) and
used in the subsequent analyses.
Genome-wide Association Study
All high-quality SNPs was used in GWAS to identify
significant SNP markers and candidate genes associated with
seven target traits using Farm CPU (Liu et al., 2016) based
on the average decay distance of LD calculated using the
parameter r2 (r2 = 0.1) with PLINK (Purcell et al., 2007).
GAPIT (Lipka et al., 2012) was used in the kinship matrix,
and the first five principal components were used in Farm
CPU analysis. The SNPs significantly associated with seven
traits were determined at the Bonferroni-corrected threshold
–log10(P) > 6.00. Candidate genes associated with target traits
were identified in independent genomic positions and
determined from obtaining these SNPs with LD along the
genome. Finally, Maize Genetics and Genomics Database
(http://www.maizedb.org) (Polacco and Coe, 2002) and the
U.S. National Center for Biotechnology Information
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/) were used to highlight details
on the candidate genes.
Relative Expression Analysis of Candidate Genes using
RT-PCR
RNA was extracted using TaKaRa MiniBEST Universal
Total RNA Extraction Kit. RNA concentration and 260/280
nm ratios were determined with a NanoDrop ND-1000
spectrophotometer (NanoDrop Technologies, Wilmington,
DE, USA). PCR primers were designed using Primer Express
2.0 software (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA)
(Table S1). All RT-PCR analyses of each sample were run in
triplicate, and the relative expression of each gene in each
trait was measured relative to the housekeeping gene maize
translation elongation factor (7) (EF-1α) using the 2-∆∆Ct
method (Schmittgen and Livak, 2008).
Statistical Analysis
Descriptive analysis of data collected from two locations and
two years was performed using the R statistical package.
Variations among genotypes for all phenotypic traits were
analyzed using the mean, range standard deviation (SD) and
coefficient of variation. Correlations among multiple traits
were characterized using Pearson correlation coefficient
(Benesty et al., 2009) and the corresponding coefficient was
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calculated using the R statistical package. The broad-sense
heritability of each trait was calculated using lme4 (Bates et
al., 2014) in the R statistical package.

Results
Phenotypic Evaluation
The frequency distribution of cob hardness widely varied in
maize (Fig. 1). Variations ranged from 0.98 to 2.34 (mean ±
SD = 1.39 ± 0.28) for bract compaction, 14.1 to 34.5 (mean
± SD = 20.85 ± 3.01) for bract length, 5.33 to 15.33 (mean ±
SD = 8.51 ± 1.74) for bract number, 0.22 to 1.32 (mean ± SD
= 0.73 ± 0.19) for bract thickness, 1.87 to 3.52 (mean ± SD =
2.54 ± 0.32) for cob diameter, 68 to 676.57 (mean ± SD =
232.21 ± 97.68) for cob hardness, 0.19 to 0.54 (mean ± SD =
0.36 ± 0.07) for cob lignin layer percentage and 0.23 to 0.71
(mean ± SD = 0.45 ± 0.09) for cob lignin layer thickness
(Table 1). The broad-sense heritability of these eight traits
ranged from 0.78 to 0.90 (Table 1).
Frequency distribution is obtained from the statistics of
each trait at 15CC, 15DD, 15CC and 16DD. A is cob
hardness, B is cob diameter, C is cob lignin layer thickness,
and D is cob lignin layer percentage, E pertains to bract
compaction, F is bract length, G is bract number, H is bract
thickness. The X axis indicates the measured value and the Y
axis represents the relative frequency.
The field grain drying rate (GDR) and grain moisture
(GM) values of 80 elite maize inbred lines were obtained
from Dai et al. (2017). Correlation analysis based on Pearson
correlation coefficient showed that four traits (i.e., bract
thickness, cob hardness, cob diameter, and bract length)
shared a significant positive correlation with grain
moisture, a significant negative correlation cob lignin layer
percentage with grain moisture, and cob diameter with a
significant negative correlation with field grain drying
rate (Table 2).
Pearson correlation coefficient was also calculated after
comparing eight traits with each other. Bract thickness shared
a significant negative correlation with cob lignin layer
percentage, and a significant positive correlation with bract
compaction, length, number and cob hardness. The more
bract number, the longer and thicker bract, the thicker and
harder cob and the lower cob lignin layer percentage; bract
compaction was significantly positively correlated with bract
length and bract thickness.
For the cob character, cob diameter shared a significant
positive correlation with bract number, cob hardness, and cob
lignin layer thickness; The more harder cob, the more and
thicker bract, the thicker cob and cob lignin layer; cob
lignin layer thickness was significantly positively
correlated with cob diameter, cob hardness and cob lignin
layer percentage; cob lignin layer percentage shared a
significant positive correlation with cob lignin layer
thickness and negative correlated with bract number and
cob diameter (Table 3).

Fig. 1: Frequency distribution of eight traits in samples from
four origins
SNP Marker Statistics
Initially, a total of 34,872,961 putative SNPs using
SAMTOOLS and retained 1,490,007 SNP markers for
further analyses after removing the SNPs with special criteria
as method description.
Marker-trait Associations for Seven Target Traits in
Corn Bracts and Cobs
Based on the extent of LD estimation, the average decay
distance across all chromosomes was approximately 10 kb,
with r2 = 0.1 (Dai et al., 2017). GWAS conducted using a
total of 80 maize inbred lines and 1,490,007 SNPs detected a
total of 76 significant SNPs above the Bonferroni-corrected
threshold -log (P) score of 6.00 that were distributed among
10 maize chromosomes. The Manhattan plots and quantilequantile (Q-Q) plots for illustrating observed associations
between SNPs and seven target traits in corn cobs and bracts
were compared to the expected associations (Fig. 2A-F).
Each dot represents an SNP, a-1, b-1, c-1 represents
Manhattan plot showing candidate genes identified from
significant SNPs, which used dashed horizontal line to depict
the Bonferroni-adjusted significance threshold (1.0 x 10-6); a2, b-2, c-2 represents Quantile-quantile plot. A a for cob
diameter in CC16; A b for cob hardness in CC15; A c for cob
hardness in CC16; B a for cob hardness in DD15; B b for cob
hardness in DD16; B c for cob lignin layer thickness in CC16;
C a for bract compaction in CC16; C b for bract compaction
in DD15; C c for bract compaction in DD16; D a for bract
thickness in CC16; D b for bract length in CC15; D c for bract
length in CC16; E a for bract length in DD15; E b for bract
length in DD16; E c for bract number in CC15; F a for bract
number in CC16; F b for bract number in DD15; F c for bract
number in DD16.
For three cob traits, eight SNPs distributed across
chromosomes 1-4, 6, 8 and 10 were significantly
associated with maize cob diameter (P < 1.0 × 10-6) and
detected in CC16, none of the SNPs were identified in
other locations (CC15, DD15 and DD16).
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Table 1: Descriptive statistics from ANOVA of eight traits of cobs and bracts in samples from four origins
Trait

Year

Cob lignin layer thickness (cm)

Cob lignin layer percentage (%)

Cob hardness (N)

Cob diameter (cm)

Bract thickness (cm)

Bract number

Bract length (cm)

Bract compaction

2016
2016
2015
2015
ALL
2016
2016
2015
2015
ALL
2016
2016
2015
2015
ALL
2016
2016
2015
2015
ALL
2016
2016
2015
2015
ALL
2016
2016
2015
2015
ALL
2016
2016
2015
2015
ALL
2016
2016
2015
2015
ALL

Location
Dandong
Changchun
Dandong
Changchun
ALL
Dandong
Changchun
Dandong
Changchun
ALL
Dandong
Changchun
Dandong
Changchun
ALL
Dandong
Changchun
Dandong
Changchun
ALL
Dandong
Changchun
Dandong
Changchun
ALL
Dandong
Changchun
Dandong
Changchun
ALL
Dandong
Changchun
Dandong
Changchun
ALL
Dandong
Changchun
Dandong
Changchun
ALL

Mean
0.45
0.44
0.44
0.45
0.45
0.36
0.36
0.36
0.35
0.36
229.78
228.98
234.51
235.59
232.21
2.54
2.51
2.50
2.60
2.54
0.73
0.74
0.76
0.71
0.73
8.77
8.08
8.11
9.09
8.51
21.14
20.61
20.47
21.20
20.85
1.25
1.56
1.53
1.23
1.39

SD
0.08
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.06
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.07
81.44
99.20
94.92
112.47
97.68
0.29
0.33
0.31
0.34
0.32
0.15
0.17
0.24
0.19
0.19
1.77
1.44
1.40
2.05
1.74
2.41
3.30
3.45
2.69
3.01
0.18
0.30
0.29
0.18
0.28

CV%
0.18
0.20
0.19
0.21
0.20
0.16
0.18
0.19
0.20
0.18
0.35
0.43
0.40
0.48
0.42
0.11
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.21
0.23
0.32
0.26
0.26
0.20
0.18
0.17
0.23
0.20
0.11
0.16
0.17
0.13
0.14
0.14
0.19
0.19
0.14
0.20

Min
0.28
0.23
0.26
0.27
0.23
0.23
0.21
0.20
0.19
0.19
76.12
73.73
76.31
68
68
1.91
1.93
1.93
1.87
1.87
0.39
0.22
0.32
0.31
0.22
5.72
5.67
5.50
5.33
5.33
16.17
14.1
14.30
15.7
14.1
0.99
1.01
1.01
0.98
0.98

Range
Max
0.70
0.71
0.68
0.70
0.71
0.54
0.53
0.54
0.54
0.54
515.19
552.31
638.71
676.57
676.57
3.51
3.36
3.42
3.52
3.52
1.05
1.23
1.09
1.32
1.32
14.09
11.33
11.38
15.33
15.33
30.62
34.5
33.68
30.4
34.5
1.90
2.31
2.34
1.85
2.34

F-value

Heritability

9.287**
24.87**
19.67**
416.5**
29.51**
6.392**
5.032**
38.99**
76.89**
20.26**
2.089**
21.87**
8.568**
15.92**
20.89**
5.994**
26.36**
37.000**
45.62**
28.07**
5.889**
835.8**
10.99**
370.8**
16.2**
7.095***
18.92***
24.83***
24.1***
18.26***
4.722***
116.6***
156.9***
16.05***
24.41***
8.582***
320.7***
80.62***
7.071***
12.14***

0.90

0.87

0.87

0.89

0.78

0.85

0.89

0.79

Table 2: Pearson correlation coefficient between GM, FDR and eight traits (Only contained significant results)
Trait1
GM
GM
GM
GM
GM
GM
GM
GM
GM
GM
FDR
GM
GM

Trait2
bract_thickness
bract_thickness
bract_thickness
cob_lignin_layer_percentage
cob_lignin_layer_percentage
cob_lignin_layer_percentage
cob_hardness
cob_hardness
cob_hardness
cob_hardness
cob_diameter
cob_diameter
bract_length

Label2
DD16
DD15
CC16
CC15
DD15
CC16
DD16
CC15
DD15
CC16
CC15
CC15
DD16

Six SNPs located in intergenic regions, one SNP was
located within an intronic region and another was situated
downstream of coding gene. The SNP marker (G/A) at the
physical position 31,527,060 on chromosome 10 was the
most significantly associated with cob diameter as indicated

Pearson Correlation Coefficient
0.26
0.30
0.31
-0.23
-0.24
-0.25
0.24
0.31
0.28
0.33
-0.24
0.32
0.23

P-value
0.02
0.01
0.00
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.04

by the lowest P value (1.87 × 10-14), was located in an
intergenic region. Four candidate genes, namely,
AC217897.3_FG010,
GRMZM2G012319_T02,
GRMZM2G012566_T02 and AC186815.3_FGT003,
were identified among eight significant SNP markers.
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Table 3: Pearson Correlation Coefficient among eight traits from four locations
Cob hardness Cob diameter Cob
lignin Cob lignin layer Bract
layer thickness percentage
compaction
Cob hardness
0.61
0.83
0.00
0.00
Cob diameter
0.39
0.20
0.00
0.00
Cob lignin layer thickness 0.28
0.41
0.81
0.00
Cob lignin layer percentage 0.03
-0.17
0.70
0.23
Bract compaction
0.01
-0.07
0.01
0.07
Bract length
-0.03
0.11
0.05
0.04
0.23
Bract number
0.13
0.26
0.02
-0.14
-0.07
Bract thickness
0.13
0.05
-0.05
-0.03
0.12
Note: The lower left corner is the Pearson Correlation Coefficient, and the upper right corner is the P-value

Fig. 2: Manhattan plot and Q-Q plot from the GWAS result for seven traits

Bract length Bract number Bract thickness
0.59
0.05
0.3458
0.4630
0.00
0.06
0.39

0.02
0.00
0.75
0.01
0.22
0.28
0.16

0.02
0.38
0.38
0.63
0.03
0.00
0.00
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Nine SNPs were distributed on chromosomes 1-4, 6, 89 and significantly associated with maize cob hardness (P <
1.0 × 10-6) were detected in four locations, namely, CC15,
CC16, DD15, and DD16. The SNP marker at the physical
position 42,892,298 on chromosome 6 was most significantly
associated with cob hardness as indicated by the lowest P
value (3.61 × 10-14), was identified in three locations (CC15,
DD16 and DD15), as well as in exons of two candidate genes
(AC203768.3_FGT005 and GRMZM2G136455_T01).
Among these SNPs, four candidate genes identified were
designated
as
AC203768.3_FGT005,
GRMZM2G136455_T01, GRMZM2G097089_T01 and
AC192608.3_FGT004. Three SNPs and five candidate genes
located on chromosomes 3, 4 and 6 significantly associated
with cob lignin layer thickness were identified in CC16 and
none of the SNPs were detected in another location (CC15,
DD16 and DD15). The SNP marker at the physical position
154,738,873 on chromosome 4 was the most significantly
associated with cob lignin layer thickness as indicated by the
lowest P value (3.36 × 10-7), was located in intergenic regions
of two genes, and named as GRMZM2G102681_T01
(22,641 bp) and GRMZM2G138407_T01 (85,019 bp).
In terms of bract traits, eight SNP markers were located
on chromosomes 1-4, 5, 8, 9 and significantly associated with
maize bract compaction (P < 1.0 × 10-6). The SNP marker at
the physical position 105,294,960 on chromosome 4 was
most significantly associated with bract compaction as
indicated by the lowest P value (4.65 × 10-14). Six candidate
genes associated with three SNP markers were identified
among
abovementioned
SNPs,
namely,
GRMZM2G010745_T01,
GRMZM2G010973_T01,
GRMZM2G011006_T01,
GRMZM2G178640_T01,
AC187901.4_FGT004 and GRMZM2G037954_T01. Eight
SNPs distributed on chromosomes 1-3, 5 and 10, were
associated with bract thickness as indicated by a P value
lower than 1.0 × 10-6. The SNP marker at the physical
position 8,905,357 on chromosome 2 was most significantly
associated with bract thickness as indicated by the lowest P
value (6.96 × 10-8) and was located in the exon of three
candidate genes named as GRMZM2G076539_T01,
GRMZM2G076826_T03, and GRMZM5G876898_T01.
Two other candidate genes were also identified among the
above mentioned SNP markers and designated as
GRMZM2G113902_T01 and GRMZM2G154036_T01.
Nineteen SNPs, with P values lower than 1.0 × 10-6, were
significantly associated with bract length. The SNP marker at
the physical position 197,952,318 on chromosome 5 was
most significantly associated with bract length as indicated
by the lowest P value (2.39 × 10-32). Among these SNP
markers, eight candidate genes were identified and named as
GRMZM2G160304_T05,
GRMZM2G465553_T01,
GRMZM5G877316_T03,
GRMZM2G142072_T01,
GRMZM2G162200_T01,
GRMZM2G448687_T02,
GRMZM2G113137_T01, GRMZM2G113250_T01 and
GRMZM2G162200_T01. Twenty-one SNPs distributed on
chromosomes 1-4, 6, 7, 9, and 10, were significantly

associated with bract number as indicated by a P value < 1.0
× 10-6. The SNP marker at the physical position 176,535,862
was most significantly associated with bract number as
indicated by the lowest P value (3.48 × 10-17). Nine candidate
genes, hereby named as AC218152.3_FGT005,
GRMZM2G157448_T01,
GRMZM2G450308_T01,
GRMZM2G134708_T01,
GRMZM2G360389_T01,
GRMZM2G109252_T01,
GRMZM2G089720_T01,
AC206642.4_FGT001, and GRMZM2G320802_T01 were
identified among the abovementioned SNPs. In sum, a total
of 76 SNPs and 41 candidate genes identified were
significantly associated with seven cob and bract traits.
Relative Quantification of Partial Candidate Gene
Expression
The relative quantification of 19 genes randomly selected
from all candidate genes were analyzed using RT-PCR.
For cob diameter, the relative expression level of three
genes (AC217897.3_FGT010, GRMZM2G012319_T02,
and GRMZM2G012566_T02) was analyzed, which
indicated that these were expressed at higher levels in
samples with larger cob diameters. For cob hardness, two
candidate
genes
(AC203768.3_FGT005
and
GRMZM2G136455_T01) identified in three sample
locations (CC15, DD16 and DD15) were analyzed, which
indicated that their relative expression levels increased in
multiple samples from high cob hardness to low cob
hardness. Five candidate genes significantly associated with
cob lignin layer thickness were also analyzed, which showed
that three candidate genes (GRMZM2G134846_T01,
GRMZM2G176519_T01 and GRMZM2G435445_T01)
associated with SNP marker (G/A) at the physical
position 158,670,479 of chromosome 6 were expressed at
higher levels in samples with thicker cob lignin layers,
GRMZM2G435475_T01 and GRMZM2G169182_T02
were expressed at lower levels (Table 4).
The relative expression levels of 9 candidate genes
associated with four corn bract traits were analyzed in samples
with high and low trait values. For bract compaction, the
expression of GRMZM2G010745_T01 was down-regulated
in samples with high bract compaction values and the
expression
of
GRMZM2G010973_T01
and
GRMZM2G011006_T01 was up-regulated in same samples.
For bract thickness, the expression of all three selected
candidate
genes
(GRMZM2G076539_T01
and
GRMZM5G876898_T01) was down-regulated in samples
with thicker bracts. In terms of bract length, the expression of
two candidate genes (GRMZM5G877316_T03 and
GRMZM2G142072_T01) was down-regulated in samples
with longer bracts and the expression of one candidate gene
(GRMZM2G162200_T01) was up-regulated in same
samples, GRMZM5G877316_T03 was associated with bract
length. Only one candidate gene (GRMZM2G134708_T01)
associated with bract number was analyzed and up-regulated
in samples with higher number of bracts (Table 4).
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Table 4: Relative expression levels and Pearson Correlation
Coefficient of 19 candidate genes
Gene name

High value Low value

Pearson Correlation
Coefficient
AC217897.3_FGT010
3.91±0.66 1±0.10
0.46
GRMZM2G012319_T02 2.49±0.15 1±0.01
0.53*
GRMZM2G012566_T02 47.41±3.91 1±0.07
0.47
GRMZM2G134846_T01 32.50±1.11 1±0.18
0.41
GRMZM2G176519_T01 3.38±0.23 1±0.13
0.46
GRMZM2G435445_T01 1.31±0.07 0.97±0.13
0.49
GRMZM2G435475_T01 1±0.07
1.36±0.15
-0.55
GRMZM2G169182_T02 1±0.16
1.29±0.10
-0.26
AC203768.3_FGT005
1±0.05
12.93±1.73 0.73**
GRMZM2G136455_T01 1±0.08
6.12±0.65
0.69*
GRMZM2G162200_T01 3.19±0.14 1±0.04
0.40
GRMZM5G877316_T03 1±0.03
2.42±0.12
0.47*
GRMZM2G142072_T01 1±0.06
2.46±0.10
0.26
GRMZM2G076539_T01 1±0.14
1.88±0.03
0.09
GRMZM5G876898_T01 1±0.04
1.54±0.06
-0.45
GRMZM2G134708_T01 7.22±0.69 1±0.04
0.49*
GRMZM2G010745_T01 1±0.04
1.40±0.04
-0.15
GRMZM2G010973_T01 3.07±0.07 1±0.04
0.39
GRMZM2G011006_T01 1.74±0.02 1±0.04
0.29
Note: * located on Pearson Correlation Coefficient is P-value of t-test
between relative expression level and phenotype (0.01 < P-value < 0.05
marked *, P-value < 0.01 marked **)

(three corn cob traits) Fig. 4 (four corn bract traits).
The X-axis indicates the names of the candidate genes,
and the Y-axis indicates 2-△△Ct, which is comparable to the
log-transformed, normalized mRNA abundance. High value
and Low value were two extreme trait labels; High value
means sample with a high trait value, and Low value means
sample with a low trait value. Each group of bars represents
the relative expression level of a gene between high and low
value. * located on histogram is P-value of t-test between
relative expression level and phenotype (0.01<P-value<0.05
marked *, P-value<0.01 marked **).
The X-axis indicates the names of the candidate genes,
and the Y-axis indicates 2-△△Ct, which is comparable to the
log-transformed, normalized mRNA abundance. High value
and Low value were two extreme trait labels; High value
means sample with a high trait value, and Low value means
sample with a low trait value. Each group of bars represents
the relative expression level of a gene between high and low
value. * located on histogram is P-value of t-test between
relative expression level and phenotype ( 0.01<P-value<0.05
marked *, P-value<0.01 marked **).

Discussion

Fig. 3: Relative expression analysis of 10 candidate genes
significantly associated with three cob traits

Fig. 4: Relative expression analysis of 9 candidate genes
significantly associated with four bract traits
The relative expression levels of all analyzed candidate
genes and the Pearson Correlation Coefficient are between
relative expression levels and phenotype are shown in Fig. 3

China is one of the top three maize-producing country of the
world, contributing 24% of the total maize production
(Ranum et al., 2014). For farmers, threshing is an important
step for maize harvesting (Basappa et al., 2007), and
mechanized threshing decreases the cost of maize threshing
by increasing threshing efficiency (Ajaib, 2014). Grain
moisture is one of the most important factors for the
development of mechanized threshing (Petkevichius et al.,
2008) and high-grain moisture levels in maize increase the
cost of maize threshing by increasing grain damage and
decreasing threshing efficiency (Ajaib, 2014).
Field grain dry rate pertains to the rate of grain moisture
reduction within the period of physiological maturity to
harvest, is an essential determinant of grain moisture at
harvest. High moisture at harvest may lead to mildew and
yield loss (Jayas and White, 2003). Several candidate genes
and SNP markers significantly associated with maize field
grain dry rate were identified in various GWASs (Sala et al.,
2006; Liu et al., 2010; Dai et al., 2017), which facilitates the
elucidation of the genetic basis of this trait among different
maize populations. However, efforts in investigating other
agronomic traits associated with maize grain moisture and ear
threshing are limited, despite the association of numerous
agronomic traits with maize grain moisture and ear threshing.
The present study selected 80 elite inbred lines
propagated in northeast China, where maize is mainly
produced, and determined eight traits of cobs and bracts
associated with grain moisture and threshing of maize in
field experiments. According to Dai et al. (2017), these
inbred lines could be divided into three subpopulations,
19 SNP markers and 6 candidate genes associated with
field grain drying rate identified through GWAS.
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Correlation analyses showed that bract thickness, bract
length, cob diameter and cob hardness shared a significant
positive correlation with grain moisture, which means that the
high values of these traits would increase maize grain
moisture, and thus should be considered in further breeding
analysis. Cob lignin layer percentage shared a significant
negative correlation with grain moisture, which means that
maize lines with low cob lignin layer percentages may have
low grain moisture and thus would be easy to threshing.
The cob diameter also had a significantly negative
correlation with field grain dry rate, which coincided with
the significantly positive correlation between cob
diameter and grain moisture. Cob diameter is also
associated with grain production (Bavec and Bavec, 2002),
and thus it is important to find a balance between grain
moisture and grain production when cob diameter is the trait
of interest in breeding.
A total of 76 SNP markers and 41 candidate genes
significantly associated with seven traits were identified in
this study by using Farm CPU (Wang et al., 2017), which
uses fixed and random effect models for GWAS. Many
studies (Dai et al., 2017; Meng et al., 2017) showed that this
software could detect 50 more QTNs compared with mixed
linear model (MLM) under 10% FDR, especially samples
with limited populations. However, homologs for seven
candidate genes that were significantly associated with cob
hardness (AC192608.3_FGT004) and four traits of bract
(GRMZM2G154036_T01,
GRMZM2G162200_T01,
AC218152.3_FGT005,
GRMZM2G157448_T01,
GRMZM2G178640_T01, and AC187901.4_FGT004) were
not identified.
For the three cob traits, two candidate genes,
AC203768.3_FGT005
and
GRMZM2G136455_T01
significantly associated with cob hardness were identified in
three sample origins (CC15, DD16 and DD15). The
candidate gene AC203768.3_FGT005 predicted to encode a
peptidase family protein differentially expressed between the
NKD1 and NKD2 mutation type and the wild-type, thereby
suggesting that endosperm gene transcripts are regulated by
NKD1 and NKD2 (Gontarek et al., 2016). The candidate
gene GRMZM2G136455_T01 predicted to encode a
conserved myosin tail-binding protein is thought to be
involved in Golgi vesicle-mediated transport (Hashimoto et
al., 2008) and is a gene with trans-acting QTLs (Thatcher et
al., 2014). Li and Thatcher (2015) described that this is as a
unique gene that could be utilized to improve specific
agronomic traits in maize (Li and Thatcher, 2015). Relative
expression analyses showed that both of the genes were upregulated in samples with high and low cob hardness. The
candidate genes GRMZM2G012319_T02 significantly
associated with cob diameter were identified in CC16 and
predicted encode a SH3 domain-containing protein. This
plays an important role in cell membrane formation (Ahn et
al., 2017). GRMZM2G176519_T01 predicted to encode
CBL-interacting serine/threonine-protein kinase 12 was
significantly associated with cob lignin layer thickness and

identified in CC16 that could enhances abiotic stress
tolerance in plants (Abdula et al., 2016).
For the four bract traits, the candidate gene
GRMZM2G134708_T01 significantly associated with bract
number, was identified in CC15, DD15 and DD16, and
predicted to encode probable mono-dehydroascorbate
reductase, cytoplasmic isoform 4. It may be involved in the
physiological activities of plants against stress (Leterrier et
al., 2005). This gene has been identified as a member of the
maize glutathione-ascorbate cycle gene family, which
differentially responds to abiotic stress (Liu et al., 2012). Nan
et al. (2011) described this as a leptotene/zygotene transition
gene in maize, which is important for meiotic progression.

Conclusion
Seven traits of cobs and bracts collected from 80 elite inbred
lines were analyzed through GWAS. Correlation analyses
showed that several target traits shared significant
correlations with grain moisture, which in turn suggests that
these can be used as target traits for breeding easy-threshing
lines. It was also identified several SNP markers and
candidate genes were significantly associated with particular
traits. Relative expression analysis of partial candidate genes
showed that several candidate genes are differentially
expressed between high and low-trait value samples. This
serves as the first report that aimed to elucidate the genetic
basis of agronomic traits that are associated with grain
threshing and provides valuable guidance for further
molecular breeding.
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